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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is a good definition for DOM? 

A. An API interface which treats an HTML document as a tree structure where each node represents an object 

B. A mock object, emulator or simulator which allows the automation to consistently test some capability, even when the
physical object is not available 

C. A test automation pattern which forces the technical and business layers to be considered separately 

D. A layer which provides an environment for automated test scripts to execute 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following sentences is correct? 

A. There is a way of taking the screenshots of modal message boxes with error messageson web pages with Selenium
WebDriver library 

B. There is no way of taking the screenshots of message boxes with error messages, because the situation when an
error is shown on a webpage means that an automated test script has thrown an exception 

C. There is no way of navigating on a web page when modal message box is shown, so there is no way of taking a
screenshot 

D. There is a way of taking a screenshot of modal message box with error message, but it has to be done outside of
Selenium WebDriver library e.g., with Selenium Screenshot library 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which would be the best set of methods called by a Page Object that corresponds to the following dialog box? 
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A. log_in, cancel_log_in, remind_password 

B. log_in, cancel_log_in. clear_user, clear_password 

C. enter_login. enter_password, log_in, cancel 

D. push_button(button), enter__text(text). clickjink(link) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Your SUT displays an alert with two buttons OK and Cancel 

Issuing the dismiss*) command for that alert is equal to manually pressing which button? 

A. OK 

B. Cancel 

C. Neither 

D. It is impossible to tell 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements about XPath is true? 

A. XPath uses CSS selectors to identify nodes in documents 

B. XPath is only used to find predefined tags in documents 

C. XPath is used to gather input from users for documents 

D. XPath traverses and finds XML nodes through XPath syntax expressions 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Consider the following XML document 
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A. //temperature[Berlin]/text() 

B. //temperature[city="Berlin"]/text () 

C. //*[@city=\\'Berlin\\' 3/text () 

D. //* f@city="Berlin"]/CDATA 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following is a limitation of a test automation project that is likely to cause an organization to get less return
on their investment than they expected? 

A. Approach stating that all manual tests should be automated 

B. The pesticide paradox is decreased with automation 

C. Short-term thinking and inadequate planning for the automation 

D. Executing tests outside of normal business hours 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following BEST explains how Selenium fits within the test automation architecture? 

A. Selenium supports designing test cases 

B. Selenium interfaces with the SUT 

C. Selenium supports implementing test cases 

D. Selenium is a tool, not part of the test automation architecture 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9
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What Is an iframe? 

A. A user profile created to represent a user type that interacts with the system in a specific way 

B. An attribute that specifies a unique ID for an HTML or XML element 

C. A testing framework that runs automated tests for Selenium on a Macintosh computer 

D. An encompassing frame on an HTML page which can be used to embed another HTML document inside the first
one 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

What will be the output of the execution of following piece of code? 
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A. B. C. D. 

Correct Answer: A 
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